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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

【1】1. We did not feel the response was ________ and asked for more information. 

 satisfactory   innocent  previous  jealous 

【2】2. I couldn’t ________ the temptation to tease John and Mary. 

 conclude  resist  memorize  mend 

【3】3. The attorney who will ________ the case says he cannot reveal how much money is involved. 

 caress  nurture  prosecute  visualize 

【2】4. You might better get along with your parents if you showed them some ________. 

 expansion  courtesy  luxury  bulletin 

【1】5. He doesn’t conform to the usual ________ of the city businessman with a dark suit and rolled umbrella. 

 stereotype  coastline  pyramid  institute 

【3】6. A large crowd of reporters ________ outside the Prime Minister’s house. 

 expected  offered  collected  discarded 

【4】7. I informed him that I had come back to ________ for the wrong I had done, if he would permit me to do so. 

 constitute  industrialize  motivate  apologize  

【2】8. My wife thought our guide was strange, but he seemed perfectly ________ to me.  

 popular  ordinary   convenient  greedy 

【3】9. She tried to explain what had happened but he kept ________ her. 

 reducing  contracting  interrupting   removing 

【2】10. The estate agent had pictures of the house from the outside but none of its ________. 

 preference  interior  tenant  distinction  

【2】11. Customers exhibit customer ________ when they consistently purchase a certain product or brand over an 

extended period of time. 

 formation   loyalty   mischief  disaster 

【1】12. The government ________ competently in the face of multiple challenges. 

 performed  frustrated  released  adopted 

【3】13. I was told that Mr. Young is in prison in the USA awaiting trial on ________ of fraud. 

 excuses  pursuits  charges   services 

【3】14. You’ll have little patience with the ________ and double standards you encounter in this community. 

 restoration   literacy  hypocrisy  dimension 

【1】15. He would not ________ her further by trying to argue with her.  

 torture  elaborate  pledge   manifest 

【4】16. Alaskan Eskimos believe that every living ________ possesses a spirit.  

 violence  aquarium   permission   creature 

【2】17. Our factory workers are required to ________ regular health check-ups every half a year.   

 decipher   undergo   idolize   outperform 

【1】18. To guarantee the quality of our products, we have a very ________ control and testing system.  

 rigorous   depressing   entertaining   savage  

【3】19. The post-modern floral pattern is the ________ design of this luxury brand, mostly used in handbags.  

 allergic   culinary   signature   pessimistic  

【4】20. Movie ________ of the novel series had attracted over millions of viewers around the world.  

 disasters   heritages   measurements   adaptations  

 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

【1】21. He will be sad when he ________ the bad news.  

 hears   is hearing   will hear   will be hearing  

【2】22. The fact ________ man knows right from wrong proves his intellectual superiority to the other creatures.  

 which   that  by which   by that  

【3】23. A mature person normally refers to a person ________ character contains a sense of self, and is able to make 

creative choices in line with values and plans for his or her life.  

 who  which   whose   that 

【2】24. His parents insisted on ________ for the train.  

 he waited   his waiting    he to wait   he wait  

【3】25. ________ animals include insects, rodents, rabbits, deer, cattle, and so on. 

 Plant-eaten   Eaten-plant   Plant-eating   Eating-plant  

【4】26. ________ and how many reporters ________ allowed in the courtroom?  

 How many equipments; is  How many equipments; are 

 How much equipment; is   How much equipment; are  

【3】27. ________ salmon find their way home is no longer a mystery to biologists.  

 If only   Because   How   Though  

【2】28. My daughter is unhappy because I ________ the pearl milk tea she wanted. 

 forgot buying   forgot to buy   forgot to be buying   forgot to have bought  

【2】29. You should consider ________ for scholarships and other types of financial aid.  

 apply   applying   to apply   to be applying  

【3】30. ________ able to finish his project, he would have gone to the party last night.  

 Would Sean be   If Sean was   If Sean had been   If Sean is  

【請接續背面】 



【1】31. Lung disease ________ a variety of causes.  

 results from   is resulted from   results in   is resulted in  

【3】32. Only by working hard enough ________ take the shape you want it to have. 

 your body begin to    your body begins to  

 will your body begin to   will your body beginning  

【1】33. ________ really could cause problems is the lack of integration between the two teams.  

 What   Which   Who   That  

【1】34. It is not what the manager said but what he did ________ makes everyone angry.  

 that  it   who   so  

【4】35. The account manager did not get to meet with the client. When he arrived in the conference room, the client 

________.  

 left   has left   has to leave   had left  

 

三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇：  

Air pollution is a severe problem – one that we ignore at the risk of our health and our economy. Smog 

hangs heavy over Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong,  36  children grow up with asthma and other 

respiratory illnesses. Of particular concern is PM2.5 ( 37  with an aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 μm) air 

pollution. In Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Xi’an, PM2.5 concentration levels in all four cities exceed World 

Heath Organisation (WHO) air quality guidelines. This means  38  health risks to the cardiovascular system, 

cerebrovascular system and an increase in the probability of cancer and premature death. If the four cities had 

effectively controlled PM2.5 levels and  39  WHO air quality guidelines in 2012, the number of premature 

deaths would have decreased by at least 81%, while the economic benefits of reducing these premature deaths in 

the cities would  40  875 million USD. 
 

【3】36.  with  which   where  if 

【2】37.  dwellings  particles  fireworks  scandals 

【1】38.  higher  lower  rare  over 

【4】39.  meets  met  have met  had met 

【3】40.  abide by  result from  amount to  account for 

 

第二篇：  

Shortly after 10 p.m. on April 14, 1865, actor John Wilkes Booth entered the presidential box at Ford ’s 

Theatre in Washington D.C., and fatally shot President Abraham Lincoln.  41  Lincoln slumped forward 

in his seat, Booth leapt onto the stage and escaped through the back door. A doctor in the audience rushed 

over to  42  the paralyzed president. Lincoln was then carried across the street to Petersen’s Boarding 

House, where he died early the next morning. Lincoln was the first president  43  in U.S. history. Why 

did Booth do it? He thought it would aid the South, which had just surrendered to Federal forces. It had 

nearly the opposite effect,  44  Lincoln’s plans for a rather generous peace. Booth did not act alone. This 

“wanted” poster appeared everywhere, offering a reward for the arrest of Booth and his  45 . The 

conspirators were all captured, and Booth was shot while trying to escape from Union soldiers. 
 

【3】41.  Even  If  As  Meanwhile 

【1】42.  examine  amuse   neglect  produce 

【4】43.  assassin  assassinate  assassinating  assassinated 

【2】44.  ended  ending  to end  have ended 

【3】45.  challengers  critics  accomplices  ministers 

四、閱讀測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

Workers digging a well outside the city of Xi’an, China, in 1974 struck upon one of the greatest archaeological 

discoveries in the world: a life-size clay soldier poised for battle. The diggers notified Chinese authorities, who 

dispatched government archaeologists to the site. They found not one, but thousands of clay soldiers, each with 

unique facial expressions and positioned according to rank. And though largely gray today, patches of paint hint at 

once brightly colored clothes. Further excavations have revealed swords, arrow tips, and other weapons, many in 

pristine condition. The soldiers are in trenchlike, underground corridors. In some of the corridors, clay horses are 

aligned four abreast; behind them are wooden chariots.  

The terra-cotta army, as it is known, is part of an elaborate mausoleum created to accompany the first emperor 

of China into the afterlife, according to archaeologists. Ying Zheng took the throne in 246 B.C. at the age of 13. By 

221 B.C. he had unified a collection of warring kingdoms and took the name of Qin Shi Huang Di—the First 

Emperor of Qin. During his rule, Qin standardized coins, weights, and measures; interlinked the states with canals 

and roads; and is credited for building the first version of the Great Wall. According to writings of court historian 

Siam Qian during the following Han dynasty, Qin ordered the mausoleum’s construction shortly after taking the 

throne. More than 700,000 laborers worked on the project, which was halted in 209 B.C. amid uprisings a year after 

Qin’s death. 

To date, four pits have been partially excavated. Three are filled with the terra-cotta soldiers, horse-drawn 

chariots, and weapons. The fourth pit is empty, a testament to the original unfinished construction. Archaeologists 

estimate the pits may contain as many as 8,000 figures, but the total may never be known. However, Qin’s tomb 

itself remains unexcavated, though Siam Qian’s writings suggest even greater treasures. 

 

【2】46. What is the purpose of this article?   

 To introduce how Qin Shi Huang had finished his elaborate mausoleum before his death.  

 To provide information about the terra-cotta army buried to keep Qin Shi Huang’s company.  

 To persuade the readers that Qin Shi Huang was a great emperor in China’s history.  

 To explain why Qin Shi Huang wanted to build this elaborate mausoleum.  

【3】47. Where were the terra-cotta soldiers and horses excavated?  

 From the tomb of Qin Shi Huang.  

 From the Great Wall.  

 From three archeological pits. 

 From the unfinished pit. 

【1】48. According to the passage, which statement is NOT true? 

 The tomb of Qin Shi Huang was excavated by workers digging a well outside the city of Xi’an in 1974.  

 Qin Shi Huang standardized the Chinese units of measurements such as currencies, weights, and measures. 

 The Great Wall was first built by Qin Shi Huang.  

 Qin Shi Huang succeeded to the throne when he was 13 years old. 

【3】49. The word “aligned” in the first paragraph is closest in meaning to _______. 

 in time   

 on duty  

 lined up 

 dressed up  

【2】50. What is the major color of the terra-cotta army when excavated?  

 Brick red 

 Gray 

 Orange 

 Dark blue 


